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ABSTRACT
In this work, we propose smart data transfer (SDT) along with
extensions to metadirective and map constructs in OpenMP 5.0
to improve adaptive computing. The Smith-Waterman algorithm
is used as an example, whose naive implementation does not con-
duct data transfer efficiently. SDT is used to solve this issue with
the following advantages: (1) SDT only transfers necessary data
to GPU instead of the whole data set, resulting in 4.5x of speedup
in our initial experiments. (2) Depending on computing vs. data
transfer requirements of a program, SDT will transfer the output of
each iteration from GPU to host either immediately or all together
after the last GPU kernel call. (3) It supports large data exceeding
GPU device memory’s size via data tiling. We propose to extend
metadirective’s context selector to obtain similar improve-
ment by enabling target enter/exit data and on-demand data
access.
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1 EXTENDED ABSTRACT
During recent years, GPU programming plays a more and more
important role on general-purpose computing. It can provide better
performance than CPU for certain tasks, such as computing two
nucleic acid sequences or protein sequences with Smith-Waterman
algorithm [1, 4].Since its 4.0 release, OpenMP has provided a pro-
gramming interface for developers to conduct parallel computing on
GPU. To utilize both CPU and GPU more easily, the latest OpenMP
5.0 introduced metadirective that can specify multiple directive
variants of which one may be conditionally selected to be acti-
vated based on the enclosing OpenMP context[2, 3]. However, this
adaptation is only allowed to happen at compile-time.

In one previous OpenMP implementation of the Smith-Waterman
algorithm [6], the authors proposed to extend metadirective to
support runtime dynamic adaption among serial, CPU threading,
and GPU threading versions for improved performance. They ob-
served that one of the adaptive versions could match the best per-
forming version across different lengths of genome sequences being
matched. However, there are some limitations in the work.

• Redundant data transfer
The whole data set is always transferred between host and
device. It is not efficient since only partial data are required.

• Limited input size
The input data size must fit into the GPU device memory.

• Restriction to metaddirective

In the when or default clause of metaddirective, only one
directive variant is allowed. Thus the target enter/exit
data directive can’t be used together in the same clause
conditionally as line 3–12 shows in Fig. 1.

1 for (i = 1; i <= nDiag; ++i) {
2 long long int si, sj, nEle = nElement(i);
3 //Copy the data for the first time GPU will be used
4 if (nEle >= LARGE && !GPUDataCopied) {
5 #pragma omp target enter data map(to:H[0:asz],...)
6 GPUDataCopied = true;
7 }
8 //Copy data back to CPU after the last time GPU is used
9 if (GPUDataCopied && nEle < LARGE ) {
10 GPUDataCopied = false;
11 #pragma omp target exit data map(from:H[0:asz],...)
12 }
13 #pragma omp metadirective \
14 when (user={condition(nEle < MEDIUM)} : ) /*serial*/ \
15 when (user={condition(nEle < LARGE)} : \
16 parallel for private(j) shared (nEle, ...)) /*CPU */ \
17 default (target teams distribute parallel for \
18 map(tofrom: H[0:asz], ...) shared (nEle, ...)) //GPU
19 for (j = 0; j < nEle; ++j)
20 similarityScore(si-j, sj+j, H, P, &maxPos);
21 }

Figure 1: Adaptive Smith-Waterman algorithm
Sunitha, et al. overlapped GPU kernel execution and data trans-

fer to improve performance [5]. Unfortunately, the authors didn’t
present enough details to conclude that the total execution time
can be reduced in real applications.

To address the problems mentioned above, we introduced smart
data transfer (SDT) along with extension to metadirective and
map as follows.

• Only the data required by the kernel on accelerator are
mapped in the target data region and transferred.

• The output is transferred back to the host asynchronously
to overlap the kernel execution and data transfer operations.

• If the data size is larger than GPU device memory’s capac-
ity, we split the data and transfer them in multiple smaller
chunks automatically.

• The map clause is extended to enable on-demand asynchro-
nous access. In this case, it won’t slow down when both CPU
and GPU memory are used.

• The map clause and context selector are extended to per-
form target enter/exit data in metadirective.

As shown in Fig. 2, there are four cases of GPU computing for
iterative algorithms in which each iteration must conduct both
data transfer and computation. The original algorithm transfers all
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Table 1: Initial results comparison

SW Algorithm Total time (s) Input transfer (s) Output transfer (s) Speedup Required GPU memory (MB)

FDT 26.4 6.0 10.5 1 16200
SDT sync 13.6 1.2 2.5 4.5 4000
SDT async 14.4 1.2 3.2 3.8 4000

the data in each iteration (Fig. 2A). Tor iд indicates the time cost
of naive iterative algoritm (Eq. 1). Assume there are i iterations of
computing will be conducted by GPU. For i-th iertation, it takes
time ki to compute on the kernel and time ti to transfer back to
the host. In the second case FDT, data promotion is applied to the
original algorithm so that the whole data set is returned only once at
the end of GPU computing (Fig. 2B). In the case of SDT with partial
data transfer, only required data are transferred (Fig. 2C). TFDT
(Eq. 2) and TSDT (Eq. 3) denote the total time cost to complete the
tasks assigned to GPU for full data transfer and smart data transfer,
respectively. The input for SDT takes time t0 to transfer from host
to device.Tsave denotes the saving time by SDT comparing to FDT.
The total saving time comparing to FDT is shown as Eq. 4. If all
iterations (except for the last one) transfer the result back to host
while GPU kernel keeps working, the time of data transfer and
computing are overlapped (Fig. 2D).

Tor iд = t ′0+
n∑
i=1

(ki +t
′
0) (1)

TFDT = 2t ′0 +
n∑
i=1

ki (2)

TSDT = t0 +
n∑
i=1

(ki + ti ) (3)

Tsave = 2t ′0 − t0 −
n∑
i=1

ti (4)

Figure 2: Time cost model of FDT and SDT

We use the Smith-Waterman algorithm as an example for our
evaluation, but SDT could optimize the data flow between CPU
and GPU for other algorithms as well. In our experiment a 45,000
× 45,000 matrix of genetic sequence pairing is solved by CPU and
GPU with FDT or SDT. The data of whole problem is about 16GB,
which is also the device memory size of NVIDIA Tesla V100 video
card used for this experiment. The size of data computed by GPU
is from 360 to 4,000 MB. For different data size, we measured its
transfer time between host and device with FDT and SDT.

According to Fig. 3, with SDT the required memory and data
transfer time are proportional to the computing work on device.
However, with FDT it always incurs the maximum space and time
overhead needed for transferring whole matrix. When 4GB data is
computed in the accelerator, FDT spent 16.5s in data transfer while
SDT sync took 3.7s. The speedup is 4.5x (Tab. 1). We also explored
unified memory to enable larger problem sizes instead of extending

map. However, if both CPU and GPU are used heavily, excessive
page faults significantly decrease the performance. For the same
amount of data, it cost 175.5s total time.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison between FDT and SDT

To conclude, SDT is designed to transfer data on-demand and
overlap with GPU kernel execution. We use the Smith-Waterman
algorithm to prove that SDT could reduce the data transfer overhead
significantly and obtain up to 4.5x speedup in the given example.
It’s worth to extend metadirective to support this feature for
performance improvement. In the future, we would like to explore
more use cases on different architectures.
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